ONE PLATFORM
CONNECTING
EVERYTHING

BUSINESS MOBILITY IS CRITICAL TO
THE SUCCESS OF YOUR COMPANY
Business mobility is critical to the success of your company. More and more of your workers depend on
mobile devices and apps to do their jobs. But the scale and complexity of your mobility deployment is
making security and management more challenging than ever. A challenge that is only going to increase as
the Internet of Things (IoT) takes off. How do you get the right devices into the hands of the right workers
and keep them up and running at peak efficiency? How do you simplify app development and deployment
while integrating with critical backend systems?

WHAT THE SOTI ONE
PLATFORM CAN DO
FOR YOUR BUSINESS
The era of desktop computing has ended. In its place, mobile technology and IoT devices
are taking over, streamlining business operations. Companies need solutions that support
their mobility strategy now more than ever – they need the SOTI ONE Platform.

SOTI SNAP
SOTI Snap is a cross-platform mobile app development solution built for businesses. It empowers
organizations to build the mobile apps they need quickly and cost-efficiently, without the need for
specialized resources. Anyone can build an app by dragging and dropping the widgets they need
so businesses can prototype, iterate and deploy apps in minutes or hours, not days or weeks. SOTI
Snap takes the cost, complexity and coding out of mobile app development for your business.

SOTI MOBICONTROL
SOTI MobiControl makes Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) easier than ever before. It
empowers companies to securely manage any device or endpoint with any form factor and any
operating system throughout their entire lifecycle; from deployment to retirement. It controls all
aspects of business mobility, from tracking physical assets to managing apps and content, all while
keeping devices and data, safe and secure.

SOTI ASSIST
SOTI Assist is the industry’s first diagnostic help desk solution that is ‘purpose-built’ and designed for the
mobile-first era. It features SOTI’s award-winning remote control technology, making it easy and efficient
for technicians to analyze, troubleshoot and resolve mobile device and app issues from anywhere, at
anytime. SOTI Assist keeps your workers working and your help desk staff stress-free and productive.

SOTI INSIGHT
SOTI Insight is a business intelligence solution that delivers out-of-the-box analytics on app, data,
network and location usage, and operations. SOTI Insight makes it easy for companies to gain insights
into the performance of their mobility deployments.

SOTI CONNECT
SOTI Connect is an IoT solution built for business that provides complete lifecycle management of
IoT devices within an organization. Its highly flexible, data-driven architecture means that new IoT
devices can be quickly supported and managed, reducing the time-to-market for IoT initiatives. This
first release of SOTI Connect focuses on the management and support of specialized printers used for
business-critical tasks.

SOTI IDENTITY
SOTI Identity enables simple and secure access to the SOTI ONE Platform suite of solutions. It provides
centralized user authentication, single sign-on (SSO) and role management, empowering organizations
to create seamless, integrated mobility management workflows.

SOTI CENTRAL
SOTI Central is an online community for SOTI partners and customers, and makes it easy for customers
to connect, communicate and collaborate with product experts and other solutions providers, to get
the most out of their mobile and IoT deployments.

SOTI ONE SIMPLIFIES YOUR
BUSINESS MOBILITY
The SOTI ONE Platform intuitively integrates all your Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM)
needs into one unique, easy-to-use platform. It will help reduce the cost, complexity
and downtime related to business-critical mobility. Comprised of seven unique and
revolutionary components, the SOTI ONE Platform removes functional silos to create a
single platform that helps to eliminate downtime, build apps faster and manage all mobile
and IoT devices in one place.

TO LEARN MORE:

SOTI is a proven innovator and industry leader for simplifying business mobility and IoT solutions by making them
smarter, faster and more reliable. SOTI helps businesses around the world take mobility to endless possibilities.

soti.net
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